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Abstract— Using a generalized derivative operator, we introduce and study a new subclass of harmonic univalent functions.  In the 
present paper, we obtain numerous sharp results including coefficient conditions, extreme points, convolution properties and convex 
combinations for the above class of harmonic univalent functions.  The results obtained for the class reduce to the corresponding 
results for various well-known classes in the literature.   
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I. INTRODUCTION 
A continuous complex-valued function ݂ = ݑ + ݅ݒ  is 
defined in a simply-connected complex domain ܦ is said to 
be harmonic in ܦ  if both ݑ  and ݒ  are real harmonic in ܦ. 
Such functions can be expressed as 
                            ݂ = ℎ + ݃                                           (1) 
where ℎ and ݃ are analytic in ܦ. We call ℎ the analytic part 
and ݃ the co-analytic part of ݂. A necessary and sufficient 
condition for ݂ to be locally univalent and sense-preserving 
in ܦ is that หℎ(ݖ)ห > |݃(ݖ)| for all ݖ in ܦ (see 1). Let ܵு	be 
the class of functions of the form (1) that are harmonic 
univalent and sense-preserving in the unit disk ܷ{ݖ: |ݖ| <
1}	for which ݂(0) = ௭݂(0) − 1 = 0.  Then for ݂ = ℎ + ݃ ∈
ܵு we may express the analytic functions ℎ and ݃ as  
 
ℎ(ݖ) = ݖ +෍ܽ௞ݖ௞,
ஶ
௞ୀଶ
 
݃(ݖ) = ݖ +෍ܾ௞ݖ௞, ݖ ∈ ܷ, |ܾଵ| < 1.
ஶ
௞ୀଵ
																																		(2) 
In 1984, Clunie and Sheil-Small [1] investigated the class ܵு 
as well as its geometric subclasses  
and obtained some coefficient bounds. Since then, there have 
been several related papers on ܵு and its subclasses. 
Let ܵு  denote the subclasses of ܵு	 consisting of harmonic 
functions of the form 
௠݂ = ℎ + ݃௠. 
Where 
ℎ(ݖ) = ݖ +෍ܽ௞ݖ௞
ஶ
௞ୀଶ
, 
݃௠(ݖ) = (−1)௠ݖ +෍ܾ௞ݖ௞, ݖ ∈ ܷ, |ܾଵ| < 1.
ஶ
௞ୀଵ
																			(3) 
Now we will introduce generalized derivative operator for 
݂ = ℎ + ݃ given by (2). For fixed positive natural ݉ and  
ߣଶ ≥ ߣଵ ≥ 0 
 
ܦఒభ,ఒమ௠,௞ ݂(ݖ) = ܦఒభ,ఒమ௠,௞ ℎ(ݖ) + (−1)௠ܦఒభ,ఒమ௠,௞ ݃(ݖ), ݖ ∈ ܷ									(4) 
where 
ܦఒభ,ఒమ௠,௞ ℎ(ݖ) = ݖ +෍ቀ
ଵା(ఒభାఒమ)(௞ିଵ)
ଵାఒమ(௞ିଵ) ቁ
௠ ܽ௞ݖ௞
ஶ
௞ୀଶ
 
and 
ܦఒభ,ఒమ௠,௞ ݃(ݖ) = ෍ቀ
ଵା(ఒభାఒమ)(௞ିଵ)
ଵାఒమ(௞ିଵ) ቁ
௠ ܽ௞ݖ௞
ஶ
௞ୀଵ
. 
We note that by specializing the parameters, especially when 
ߣଵ = ߣଶ = 0,  ܦఒభ,ఒమ௠,௞  reduces to ܦ௠  which introduced by 
Salagean in [3]. Now we will introduce the following 
definition. 
 
Definition  1: 
The function ݂ = ℎ + ݃  defined by (2) is in the class 
ܵு = (ℓ, ߙ,݉, ߣଵ, ߣଶ) if 
 
Reቆವഊభ,ഊమ
೘శభ,ೖ೑(೥)
ವഊభ,ഊమ
೘,ೖ ೑(೥)
ቇ ≥ ℓ ቤವഊభ,ഊమ
೘శభ,ೖ೑(೥)
ವഊభ,ഊమ
೘,ೖ ೑(೥)
ቤ + α                                (5)    
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where 
0 ≤ ℓ < ∞, 0 ≤ ߙ < 1,݉ ∈ ܰ ∪ {0}, ߣଶ ≥ ߣଵ ≥ 0. 
Also let ܵு(ℓ, ߙ,݉, ߣଵ, ߣଶ) = ܵு(ℓ, ߙ,݉, ߣଵ, ߣଶ) ∩ ܵு. 
We note that by special choices of  ℓ,݉, ߣଵ, ߣଶ we obtain the 
following classes studied by various authors: 
i. ܵு (0, 	ߙ, 0,0,0) ≡ ܪܵ(ߙ)  is the class of sense-
preserving harmonic univalent functions ݂  which 
are starlike of order α  in ܷ , where studied by 
Jahangiri [2]. 
ii. ܵு(0 , 	ߙ	,1,0,0) ≡ ܪܭ(ߙ)  is the class of sense-
preserving, harmonic univalent functions ݂  which 
are convex of order α  in ܷ , which studied by 
Jahangiri [2]. 
iii. ܵு(ℓ,	ߙ,݉, 0,0) ≡ ܵு(ℓ, ߙ,݉) is the class of sense-
preserving, harmonic univalent functions ݂  which 
are starlike of order ߙ in ܷ, studied by T.S. Joshi [4]. 
 
In the present paper we aim to investigate several 
properties of subclasses of harmonic functions. In particular 
the coefficient bound, distortion theorem and extreme points. 
In recent years many researchers have studied various 
subclasses of ܵு for example [2], [5], [6], [7] and [8] and. 
The most recent ones, can have a look at [9], [12]. In this 
paper, we extend some well-known results to the classes 
ܵு(ℓ, ߙ,݉, ߣଵ, ߣଶ)	and ܵு(ℓ, ߙ,݉, ߣଵ, ߣଶ). 
 
II. MAIN RESULT  
In our first theorem, we introduce a sufficient coefficient 
bound for harmonic functions in ܵு(ℓ, ߙ,݉, ߣଵ, ߣଶ) 
 
Theorem 1: 
Let ݂ = ℎ + ݃  given by (2). Furthermore, let. 
 
෍ቂట೘[ట(ଵାℓ)ିℓିఈ]ଵିఈ |ܽ௞| +
ట೘[ట(ଵାℓ)ାℓାఈ]
ଵିఈ |ܾ௞|ቃ
ஶ
௞ୀଵ
≤ 2											(6) 
where 	߰௠ = ቂభశ(ഊభశഊమ)(ೖషభ)భశഊమ(ೖషభ) ቃ
௠
, ܽଵ = 1, 0 ≤ ߙ < 1,	 
0 ≤ ℓ < ∞,  ݉ ∈ ܰ ∪ {0} and ߣଶ ≥ ߣଵ ≥ 0, then 
݂ ∈ ܵு(ℓ, ߙ,݉, ߣଵ, ߣଶ). 
 
Proof: According to (3) and (4) we have  
 
ܴ݁ ൭ܦఒభ,ఒమ
௠ାଵ,௞݂(ݖ)
ܦఒభ,ఒమ௠,௞ ݂(ݖ)
൱ ≥ 	ℓ อܦఒభ,ఒమ
௠ାଵ,௞݂(ݖ)
ܦఒభ,ఒమ௠,௞ ݂(ݖ)
− 1อ + α. 
   This is equivalent to ܴ݁ ቀಲ(೥)ಳ(೥)ቁ > 	α   where ܣ(ݖ) =
(1 + ℓ)ܦఒభ,ఒమ௠ାଵ,௞݂(ݖ) − ℓܦఒభ,ఒమ௠ାଵ,௞݂(ݖ) and  
ܤ(ݖ) = ܦఒభ,ఒమ௠,௞ ݂(ݖ) . Using the fact that, ܴ݁(ݓ) > α  if |1 − α + w| ≥ |1 + α − w|, it suffices to show that 
|ܣ(ݖ) + (1 − α)B(z)| ≥ |ܣ(ݖ) − (1 + α)B(z)| 
substituting values of ܣ(ݖ)  and ܤ(ݖ)  and with simple 
calculations we led to 
อ(2 − ߙ)ݖ +෍߰௠[(1 + ℓ)
ஶ
௞ୀଶ
߰ − ℓ + (1 − ߙ)]ܽ௞ݖ௞ 
−(−1)௠෍߰௠[(1 + ℓ)
ஶ
௞ୀଵ
߰ − ℓ − (1 − ߙ)]ܾ௞ݖ௞อ 
− อߙݖ +෍߰௠[(1 + ℓ)
ஶ
௞ୀଶ
߰ − ℓ + (1 − ߙ)]ܽ௞ݖ௞ + 
(−1)௠෍߰௠[(1 + ℓ)
ஶ
௞ୀଵ
߰ − ℓ − (1 − ߙ)]ܾ௞ݖ௞อ, 
≥ 2(1 − 	ߙ)|ݖ| −෍߰௠[2(1 + ℓ)
ஶ
௞ୀଶ
߰ − 2ℓ − 2ߙ)] 
|ܽ௞||ݖ௞| − (−1)௠෍߰௠[2(1 + ℓ)
ஶ
௞ୀଵ
߰ + 2ℓ + 
2ߙ)]|ܽ௞| |ݖ௞ିଵ|, 
 
≥ 2(1 − 	ߙ)|ݖ| ൝1 −෍߰௠
ஶ
௞ୀଶ
ቈ(1 + ℓ)߰ − ℓ − ߙ1 − ߙ ቉ 
|ܽ௞||ݖ௞ିଵ| − (−1)௠෍߰௠
∞
௞ୀଶ
ቈ(1 + ℓ)߰ + ℓ+ ߙ1 − ߙ ቉ 
ܾ௞หݖ௞หൟ	 
by assumption. Hence the proof is complete. 
The harmonic univalent functions 
݂(ݖ) = ݖ +෍ (ଵିఈ)ట೘[(ଵାℓ)టିℓିఈ
ஶ
௞ୀଶ
ݔ௞ݖ௞ + 
෍ (ଵିఈ)ట೘[(ଵାℓ)టାℓାఈ
ஶ
௞ୀଵ
ݕݖ௞ 
where 
෍|ݔ௞|
ஶ
௞ୀଶ
+෍|ݕ௞|
ஶ
௞ୀଵ
= 1, 
shows that the coefficient bound given by (6) is sharp. 
 
Theorem 2: 
Let ௠݂ = ℎ + ݃௠ be given by (3).  
Then ௠݂ ∈ ܵு (ℓ, ߙ,݉, ߣଵ, ߣଶ) if and only if 
 
෍ቈψ
୫[(1 + ℓ)ψ − ℓ − ߙ]
1 − ߙ ቉ |ܽ௞| +
ஶ
௞ୀଵ
															 
ቈψ
୫[(1 + ℓ)ψ + ℓ + ߙ]
1 − ߙ ቉ |ܾ௞| ≤ 2																											(7) 
where ߰௠ = ቂభశ(ഊభశഊమ)(ೖషభ)భశഊమ(ೖషభ) ቃ
௠,	 ܽଵ = 1, 0 ≤ ߙ < 1, 0 ≤ ℓ <
∞,  ݉ ∈ ܰ ∪ {0} and ߣଶ ≥ ߣଵ ≥ 0. 
 
Proof: Since	ܵு(ℓ, ߙ,݉, ߣଵ, ߣଶ) ⊂ ܵு(ℓ, ߙ,݉, ߣଵ, 
ߣଶ). we only need to prove the "only if" part of the theorem. 
Note that a necessary and sufficient condition for ௠݂ = ℎ +
݃௠  given by (3) to be in ܵு(ℓ, ߙ,݉, ߣଵ, ߣଶ) is that 
 
ܴ݁ ൭ܦఒభ,ఒమ
௠ାଵ,௞݂(ݖ)
ܦఒభ,ఒమ௠,௞ ݂(ݖ)
൱ ≥ 	ℓ อܦఒభ,ఒమ
௠ାଵ,௞݂(ݖ)
ܦఒభ,ఒమ௠,௞ ݂(ݖ)
− 1อ + α 
which is equivalent to 
ܴ݁ ቊ(ଵିఈ)஽ഊభ,ഊమ
೘,ೖ ௙೘ା(ℓାఈ)஽ഊభ,ഊమ
೘,ೖ ௙೘
஽ഊభ,ഊమ
೘,ೖ ௙೘
ቋ																			 
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 = ܴ݁ ቊ(1 − ߙ)ݖ − ∑ ߰
௠[(1 + ℓ)߰ − ℓ − ߙ]ஶ௞ୀଶ ܽ௞ݖ௞
ݖ − ∑ ߰௠ܽ௞ݖ௞ + (−1)ଶ௠ஶ௞ୀଶ ∑ ߰௠ܾ௞ݖ௞ஶ௞ୀଵ
 
 
+(−1)
ଶ௠ିଵ ∑ ߰௠[(1 + ℓ)߰ + ℓ + ߙ]ஶ௞ୀଵ ܾ௞ݖ௞
ݖ − ∑ ߰௠ܽ௞ݖ௞ + (−1)ଶ௠ஶ௞ୀଶ ∑ ߰௠ܾ௞ݖ௞ஶ௞ୀଵ
ൡ ≥ 0 
 
The above condition must holds for all values of ݖ, |ݖ| = ݎ <
1. Choosing ݖ on the positive real axis where 0 ≤ ݖ = ݎ <
1. We have 
 
ቊ (1 − ߙ) − ∑ ߰
௠[(1 + ℓ)߰ − ℓ − ߙ]ܽ௞ݎ௞ିଵஶ௞ୀଶ
1 − ∑ ߰௠ܽ௞ݎ௞ିଵ + (−1)ଶ௠ஶ௞ୀଶ ∑ ߰௠ܾ௞ݎ௞ିଵஶ௞ୀଵ
+ 
   
(−1)ଶ௠ିଵ ∑ ߰௠[(1 + ℓ)߰ + ℓ + ߙ]ஶ௞ୀଵ ܾ௞ݎ௞ିଵ
1 − ∑ ߰௠ܽ௞ݎ௞ିଵ + (−1)ଶ௠ஶ௞ୀଶ ∑ ߰௠ܾ௞ݎ௞ିଵஶ௞ୀଵ
ൡ ≥ 0.				(8) 
 
 If the condition (7) does not hold, then the numerator in (8) 
is negative for ݎ  sufficiently close to 1. Thus there exists 
ݖ଴ = ݎ଴  in (0,1) for which the quotient in (8) is negative. 
This contradicts the required condition for ௠݂ ∈
ܵு(ℓ, ߙ,݉, ߣଵ, ߣଶ) and so the proof is complete.  
 
Theorem 3: 
Let ௠݂  be given by (3). Then ௠݂ ∈ ܵு(ℓ, ߙ,݉, ߣଵ, ߣଶ) if 
and only if  
௠݂(ݖ) = ෍(ݔ௞ℎ௞(ݖ) + ݕ௞݃௠௞(ݖ))
ஶ
௞ୀଵ
 
where 
ℎଵ(ݖ) = ݖ, ℎ௞(ݖ) = 
ݖ − ଵିఈట೘[(ଵାℓ)టିℓିఈ]	௭ೖ,			݇ = 2,3, … 
݃௠௞(ݖ) =  
ݖ + (−1)௠ିଵ 1 − ߙ߰௠[(1 + ℓ)߰ + ℓ + ߙ] ݖ
௞, ݇ = 2,3, … 
and 
ݔ௠ ≥ 0, ݕ௠ ≥ 0, ݔଵ = 1 −෍(ݔ௠ + ݕ௠) ≥ 0.
ஶ
௞ୀଶ
 
In particular, the extreme points of ܵு(ℓ, ߙ,݉, ߣଵ, ߣଶ) are 
{ℎ௠} and {݃௠௞}. 
 
Proof: Let 
௠݂(ݖ) = ෍(ݔ௞ℎ௞(ݖ) + ݕ௞݃௠௞(ݖ))
ஶ
௞ୀଵ
 
=෍(ݔ௠ + ݕ௠)ݖ −
ஶ
௞ୀଵ
෍ 1 − ߙ߰௠[(1 + ℓ)߰ − ℓ − ߙ] ݔ௞ݖ
௞ +
ஶ
௞ୀଶ
 
(−1)௠ିଵ෍ 1 − ߙ߰௠[(1 + ℓ)߰ + ℓ + ߙ] ݕ௞ݖ
௞
ஶ
௞ୀଵ
. 
Then 
෍ట೘[(ଵାℓ)టିℓିఈ]ଵିఈ
ஶ
௞ୀଶ
|ܽ௞| +෍ట
೘[(ଵାℓ)టାℓାఈ]
ଵିఈ
ஶ
௞ୀଵ
|ܾ௞|
= ෍ݔ௞
ஶ
௞ୀଶ
+෍ݕ௞
ஶ
௞ୀଵ
= 1 − ݔଵ ≤ 1 
and so ௠݂ ∈ ܵு(ℓ, ߙ,݉, ߣଵ, ߣଶ).  
Conversely, suppose that ௠݂ ∈ ܵு(ℓ, ߙ,݉, ߣଵ, ߣଶ) setting 
 
ݔ௞ = ట
೘[(ଵାℓ)టିℓିఈ]
ଵିఈ 	ܽ௞				݇ = 2,3, … 
 
ݕ௞ = ట
೘[(ଵାℓ)టାℓାఈ]
ଵିఈ 	ܾ௞				݇ = 2,3, … 
 
where  ∑ (ݔ௞ + ݕ௞) = 1,ஶ௞ୀଵ  we obtain ௠݂(ݖ) = 
 
∑ (ݔ௞ℎ௞(ݖ)ஶ௞ୀଵ + ݕ௞݃௠௞) as required. 
 
Theorem 4: 
The class ܵு(ℓ, ߙ,݉, ߣଵ, ߣଶ)  is closed under convex 
combination. 
 
Proof: For ݅ = 1,2, …,	 suppose ௠݂௜ ∈ ܵு(ℓ, ߙ,݉,  ߣଵ, ߣଶ) 
where     
௠݂௜ = ݖ −෍|ܽ௜௞|
ஶ
௞ୀଶ
ݖ௞ + (−1)௠෍|ܾ௜௞|ݖ௞
ஶ
௞ୀଵ
 
then by Theorem 2 
෍ట೘[(ଵାℓ)టିℓିఈ]ଵିఈ
ஶ
௞ୀଶ
|ܽ௜௞| +෍ట
೘[(ଵାℓ)టାℓାఈ]
ଵିఈ
ஶ
௞ୀଶ
|ܾ௜௞| ≤ 1				(9) 
 
where  ߰௠ = ቂభశ(ഊభశഊమ)(ೖషభ)భశഊమ(ೖషభ) ቃ
௠.  For ∑ ݐ௜ = 1, 0ஶ௜ୀଵ ≤ ݐ௜ ≤ 1 
the convex combination of ௠݂௜ may be written as 
෍ݐ௜ ௠݂௜(ݖ) =
ஶ
௜ୀଵ
ݖ −෍൭෍ݐ௜|ܽ௜௞|
ஶ
௜ୀଵ
൱
ஶ
௞ୀଶ
ݖ௞
+ (−1)௠෍൭෍ݐ௜|ܾ௜௞|
ஶ
௜ୀଵ
൱
ஶ
௞ୀଵ
ݖ̅௞ 
hence by (9) 
෍߰
௠[(1 + ℓ)߰ − ℓ − ߙ]
1 − ߙ
ஶ
௞ୀଶ
൭෍ݐ௜|ܽ௜௞|
ஶ
௜ୀଵ
൱
+෍߰
௠[(1 + ℓ)߰ + ℓ + ߙ]
1 − ߙ
ஶ
௞ୀଵ
൭෍ݐ௜|ܾ௜௞|
ஶ
௜ୀଵ
൱ 
 
=෍ݐ௜
ஶ
௜ୀଵ
൥෍߰
௠[(1 + ℓ)߰ − ℓ − ߙ]
1 − ߙ
ஶ
௞ୀଶ
|ܽ௜௞|
+෍߰
௠[(1 + ℓ)߰ + ℓ + ߙ]
1 − ߙ
ஶ
௞ୀଵ
|ܾ௜௞|൩ 
 
and therefore ∑ ݐ௜ ௠݂௜ ∈ ܵு(ℓ, ߙ,݉, ߣଵ, ߣଶ).ஶ௜ୀଵ  This 
completes the proof. 
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III. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper we use a generalized derivative operator to 
introduce a new subclass of harmonic univalent function. In 
our first theorem we introduce a sufficient coefficient bound 
for harmonic functions in S_H (l,α,m, λ_1,λ_2). In the 
second theorem, it is shown that the condition (6) is also 
necessary for functions  f_m=h+¯g, where h and g_m are of 
the form (2). In the third theorem, we determine the extreme 
points of closed convex hulls of  (l,α,m, λ_1,λ_2). In the last 
theorem we discuss the convex combinations class  (l,α,m, 
λ_1,λ_2). Some other results can be discussed by using the 
new class introduced in this paper. 
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